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Abstract 
We propose a segmentation method to separate between touching and overlapping connected components in Handwritten Arabic 
documents. The segmentation requires a recognition and transformation stages in which we use shape context and thin plate 
spline to find, for a connected component the most similar template within stored models and estimate the aligning transform. 
Then, we segment the touching components using the central points of the identified model’s parts. The proposed segmentation 
method seems to be also eﬃcient in multi-touching cases of connected components. Tests are performed on a large database of 
connections and compared with a number of known techniques in the literature. The results prove the eﬃciency of the proposed 
method. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
A large number of historical documents are kept in libraries and National Archives. Having digital versions of old 
and fragile documents is a good way of conserving them and making them useful for several studies and projects. 
Preserving them into an image format is not suﬃcient, when the automatic recognition of a handwritten text is 
needed. Thus segmentation into lines and words is a fundamental pretreatment and it widely a ects the recognition ﬀ
results. Connected components are one of the major elements complicating text segmentation, because of the 
irregularity aspect of handwritten texts such as line skew, interline and the characters’ size. The presence of these 
perturbing components in unconstrained Arabic handwritten documents is fostered by the massive presence of 
diacritical symbols (special marks and dots), ascendant and descendant characters counting 21 from 28 (see Fig. 1 
(a)). 
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In the literature, several segmentation approaches are interested on detecting and extracting unclear components, 
where characters from adjacent lines or words of the same line are connected [1]. Connections are classified into 
simple touching, overlapping and multi-touching components (see FIG 1 (b)). Notice that separating multi-touching 
components is a complicated problem, not enough addressed in the literature. 
The extraction of these components is critical since parts of close characters can be included in the extracted part 
and aﬀect the segmentation. For the separation of connected components there are many approaches based on 
analyzing the component features and the structural information [2]. Other methods proceed by finding the best 
segmentation among generated ones using recognition or other evaluation values [3]. Recognition based methods are 
more eﬀective against the irregularity aspect of connected components but these methods are successful only when 
the correct segmentation exists in the candidate’s set. 
The method proposed in this work concerns the segmentation of connected components. The main idea is to 
segment by approximating a selected separated connection, called model, to the input connection and segment the 
latter accordingly to the distribution of the model’s parts. In this method, we distinguish between connection classes 
and we propose a segmentation method for each case. Thus, our method consists of four fundamental steps: 1) the 
recognition, to find the most similar model, 2) the approximation, to estimate the transformation aligning the selected 
model to the input connection, 3) the type detection, to recognize the class of the connection and 4) the separation, to 
segment the connected component. 
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 describes the related works. In Sect. 3 focuses on the recognition and 
the transformation steps. Sect. 4 concerns the separation of touching, overlapping and multi-touching components 
using central points. Experimental results are reported in Sect. 5 and some conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6. 
2. Related works 
 
 
Arabic writing is highly cursive. It introduces a number of additional challenges (in comparison to non-cursive 
scripts), among them the connections between lines and words, their separation is so critical and important for 
further stages especially the recognition. The segmentation of Arabic documents is not widely addressed in literature 
as Latin documents. In some of the proposed approaches, the process of touching components separation is not 
considered or rather treated as secondary problem. The multi-touching case seems to be not yet treated. Therefore 
the objective to handle with a variety of connections in Arabic documents is still not reached in most of the related 
works. This is mentioned by Zahour et al. [4], in its presented overview of the method abilities to deal with 
overlapping, simple-touching and multi-touching components (see Table 1). 
Table 1.Text-line segmentation methods for Arabic documents Zahour et al. [4]
Methods Overlapping Simple-touching Multi-touching Constraint 
Spanning tree [5] Yes No No  
Attractive-repulsive forces [6] Yes Yes No Complete lines 
Level set [7] Yes No No  
Projection profile [8] No No No  
Vertical strips [9, 10] Yes Yes No Not adaptative 
cutting out 
Fig 1. (a) Arabic alphabet; (b) connecting components; 
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In [11], to split a connected component into two parts, the process starts by detecting the intersection points and 
the starting pixel of the ligature near the baseline of the upper line. From this point, the process follows the 
descending character to the intersection point respecting an angular variation corresponding to the curvature of the 
descending character. The authors have performed experiments on 100 handwrittenArabic documents that contain 
256 touching components between lines. The rate of good separation is about 94%. Notice that this technique is not 
able to deal with multi-touching components. 
In [3], the authors use training and testing framework. Local patches around touching components are identified 
and a dictionary is created, consisting of template patches together with their correct segmentations. To compute 
similarity between input patches and dictionary templates to find the best match, the authors use two shape context. 
The templates known segmentation is then transformed to segment the input patch. Experiments are carried on a data 
set of touching text-lines. Their source is 250 Arabic handwritten text binary images. The rate of correct 
Segmentations is about 70%. The method arise many problems due to recognition errors that aﬀect the segmentation 
result. The multi-touching case is not mentioned. 
The method, proposed in [4], is based on block covering and able to handle with the three types of connected 
components. The used technique consists on dividing the document into strips of fixed width. Along every column, 
blocks are constructed using the profile projection. The first step followed by this approach is the classification of the 
document into tightly spaced documents (TSD) and widely spaced documents (WSD). TSD documents are those 
containing ambiguous components. For segmenting TSD documents, text blocks are statistically classified according 
to their height, into three categories: small text blocks correspond to diacritical marks, average blocks stand for the 
bodies of the words, overlapping or touching characters are gathered together into large blocks. Large blocks are 
then divided into average blocks. Text-lines are then constructed from blocks linked by neighborhood using the y 
coordinates. Results, obtained on a set of 120 TSD documents, show a 96.6% correct segmentation rate into text-
lines. As FIG 2 shows, some strokes are assigned to the wrong line which can aﬀect the recognition. This is due to 
the morphology of Arabic characters. Thus cutting the blocks horizontally (in de-skewed document) isinconvenient 
for the most of the Arabic characters’ shape. 
 
3. Recognition and transformation 
Recognition and transformation steps precede the segmentation stage. Their objective is to find a similar model 
and to estimate the transformation aligning it to the input connection. The system will only be trained with simple-
touching and overlapping connections, and a segmented connections base is constructed. Models can be saved 
without any hierarchical structure or organized into levels with a representative element for each group. In the first 
case, the research is a browsing of the whole training set but with a defined structure using clustering algorithms 
[12]. The research is more intelligent and the performances are ameliorated especially the runtime. Another property 
of this set is the dynamism; thereby it can be static (fixed on a training phase) or dynamic so it is extended by some 
of the input connections having a satisfying segmentation result. 
To find the appropriate model, we compare the input connection to elements of the training set and we select the 
most similar. In this work, the comparison is based on the shape matching method proposed by Belongie S. [13]. It 
covers both stages of recognition and transformation. Similarity is computed by solving the correspondence between 
Fig 2.Extracted part from Text-line segmentation of the TSD document [4] 
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shapes with the shape context descriptor and then estimating the aligning transformation. Shape context is a feature 
descriptor, characterizing a point relative to the rest of the set. The shape context of a point is a histogram computed 
from logarithmic coordinates. Its interesting features are the scale and translation invariance and rotation invariance 
if desired. 
3.1. Shapes matching 
For matching two touching or overlapping components, we use their edge points to describe the shapes, which 
can be sampled to get a fixed number N and make computation simpler. A neighborhood relation is defined between 
points of the same shape. Hence, for every point we associate a subset of points definingits circle. FIG 3(a) shows an 
example of an extracted contour and the neighbors of the point ∆. The shapecontext of ∆ is displayed in FIG 3(b). 
The next step is computing the shape context for all N points. By combining the vectors of all points,we get the 
shape descriptor, which is an N x K matrix where K is the product of the Ɵ and the distance bins(60 in general). 
Using the two shape descriptors, we compute for each couple of points from the two shapesthe matching cost using 
the χ2 test statistic (Eq 1) and we get an NxN cost matrix C.  
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In this stage, finding the correspondences between the shapes’ points becomes an assignment problem, which can 
be solved by the method in [14]. The entry is the matrix C and the object is to find the aﬀectation minimizing the 
cost. Even if the shape context is a rich descriptor, the presence of outliers is a problem that can aﬀect the matching 
result especially when working with small and finical shapes. For this reason, the resulted matching is verified to 
remove points having a doubtful matching. Our verification is based on the neighborhood relation defined after the 
contour extraction, and its principle is the neighborhood conservation by the matching. Thereby, a correspondence 
between the point p and q is considered valid only if a suﬃcient number of the p neighbors are aﬀected to the q 
neighbors, otherwise the points are not considered in the next steps. 
3.2. Aligning transformation 
In [13], the estimation of the plane transformation between two shapes accordingly to the matching result, is 
interesting to transform other points (outliers). In our case, this transformation is necessary, first for computing the 
similarity and second for transforming the separated parts of the model to approximately coincide with the input 
connection so that they have close geometrical features. There are several transformation classes, among them the 
aﬃne transformation which is the most known and the thin plate spline (TPS) [15] which is widely used for flexible 
coordinate transformation. In our experiments we use the TPS transformation as an interpolation. Hence, we 
compute from two sets of points having a correspondence relation, the function f which is defined everywhere in the 
space: 
Fig 3.(a) Contour extraction; (b) Point’s shape context 
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Where N is the number of points, U(r) = r2 log(r) and wi satisfy the following conditions:∑Nwi = 0 and ∑Nwixi =
∑Nwiyi = 0. 
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3.3. Computing similarity for two shapes 
To evaluate the similarity between two shapes, we exploit three parameters: first, the shape context cost; second, 
the number of pairs maintained after the neighborhood test and finally, the bending energy. The shape context cost 
and the bending energy are used in the similarity defined by Belongie [13] as the distance between shapes where Dac 
is the image appearance distance, Dsc is the shape context distance and Dbe is the bending energy. 
);3D:0 + D + 6D:(1- = D- =imilarity  S bescac   (4) 
In this work, we have slightly modified the classic similarity as shown in Eq 4 to include the number of points 
well matched. We do not use Dac because it is not really significant for binary images. Instead, we involve the 
percentage of the valid matched points Nmatch with an empirically evaluated coeﬃcient (seeEq 5). 
;N * f f coe - 3D:0 +D = D matchbe sc    (5) 
For the touching component and its best model in FIG4, the similarity is evaluated to S = −0:116847 according to 
the Eq 4. Using Eq 5, the similarity has significantly increased to −0:0568, where the number of well-matched points 
is 139=200 (coeﬀ=0.2). 
4. Segmentation 
4.1.  Detection of the connected components nature 
In this stage we will detect the model’s nature in case of simple-touching or overlapping component.The first step 
is to transform the separated components of the selected model, using the estimated aligning transformation and get 
the contours (Pa; Pb). Let’s consider the central points (Ca;Cb) of respectively(Pa; Pb) and L the line connecting them 
(see example in FIG 5). 
Fig4(a) Input connection; (b) The selected Model for (a) 
Fig5(a) The selected Model, (b) The input connection, (c)Deformed contour of the part A, (d) Deformed contour of the part B 
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The judgment of the connection nature is based on the size of the intersection point sets (Ia; Ib), defined in 6 as 
follows: if one of point sets is empty then it is an overlapping connection else it is a simple touching component. 
; PL = I ; PL = I bbaa     (6) 
4.2. Simple touching components 
The central points (Ca;Cb) of the model’s deformed segments, are approximately those of the parts composing the 
input connection. Thus the idea is to reconstitute these parts by associating the connected component points to the 
closest center. For points in the touching zone, the assignment can be ambiguous and they risk being aﬀected to the 
wrong part (see FIG 6 column (a)). For this reason, centers are modified before being used. We identify the 
intersection points (Ia; Ib) between the line connecting the two centers and (Pa; Pb) respectively, using each 
intersection point. We create a new center as the symmetric of the nearest one to the intersection. 
Extracting the shared zone of the two parts is important for the character’s recognition. To detect thisshared zone, 
we use the intersection point Ib of the line connecting the original centers and the model’smodified part Pb to 
compute the new center and identify the part Pa of the input connection. To extract the part Pb, we modify the 
model’s centers using the intersection point Ia. 
4.3. Overlapping 
In Arabic handwritten documents, characters can be overlapped, which means that they are totally intersected. 
This case is more accurate with the Arabic letter: Alif (see FIG 7(a)) or parts of letters having the same shape of Alif 
(see FIG 7(b)). Thus, we propose a detection method and a specific treatment. 
When we have a superposition, the line connecting the central points of the model’s separated parts, is included 
in one of the components which is the Alif part. Thus we do not get any intersection point (see FIG 4.3). The first 
Fig6.The segmentation results: (a) Without centres’ modification, (b) With centre’s modification 
Fig7(a) Arabic character: Alif; (b)Overlapping Components 
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step is to extract the Alif part using the intersection points (I′b; I′′b ) and its thin W, assuming that it is 
approximately invariant. Then, we identify the intersection zone. After the extraction of the Alifcomponent, 
obviously the rest with the detected overlapping region constitute the other segment. 
4.4. . Multi-touching components segmentation 
To segment the multi-touching components, we do not need models with such a nature; we only use connections 
between two characters (simple-touching and overlapping). When the input connection is detectedas a simple 
touching, after the segmentation operation described in section 4.2, we verify that every resulted part contains only 
one component (see FIG 9). If it is not the case, every detected point set is considered asa separated segment. 
 
For connection qualified as overlapping, the multi-touching verification precedes the segmentation step. Thus we 
consider the connection’s part under the lowest intersection point and we identify the number of the separated 
strokes. We have a multi-touching case if the strokes’ number is upper than 1 and the segmentation method consists 
of dividing the connection into blocks of a simple overlapping, and treat them separately (see FIG 10). When the 
strokes’ number is 1, the connection is segmented as a simple overlapping. 
 
 
We can miss multi-touching cases shown in FIG 11, so we test the stroke’s number for each resulted segment. 
The advantages of this segmentation scheme are: first, we do not need to study the connection’s types relative to the 
Fig 10.Segmentation steps in overlapping case: (a) Input connection, (b) Three components detected, (c) blocks separation. 
Fig 9. Multi-touching segmentation: (a) Input connection, (b) first segmentation result, (c) Detection of two contours in part A, (d) Final result. 
Fig 8.Segmentation scheme of overlapping components. 
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language. It is only necessary to use the appropriate training set. Second, we do not have to find the same shape or 







5. Experiment results and discussion 
The connections used to test this approach are extracted from Arabic documents belonging to the Tunisian 
National Archives or selected from an already built database [3]. In the recognition and transformation stages, we 
use a multi-threading approach to look for the best model, which reduces the computational time to almost the half. 
The parameters are fixed as shown in Table 2, where N is the point set’s size defining the shape’s contour for each 
connected component, Neighbors is the number of points defining the neighborhood of each point, Threshold 
Neighbors is the minimum number of a point’s neighbors well aﬀected to consider the matching as valid and Coeﬀ 
is the coeﬃcient (as explained in section 3.3), used for the compute of similarity (empirically evaluated). To 
evaluate the segmentation result we use the Matching Score method [16]. 
This segmentation approach is tested with the Euclidean and the Manhattan distances, where the points 
distribution is described respectively by the gravity center and the mid-center. From its definition, the Manhattan 
distance is more appropriate in our case, because the pictures are more similar to a grid plan. For the Euclidean 
distance the separation of the touching components is similar to cutting accordingly to the orthogonal to the line 
connecting the two central points of the model’s components. The Results are satisfying for the two metrics. Besides 
the shape of the segments, constructed with the Manhattan distance, are more similar to their ground truth and the 











Table 3 describes the results for each type. The weighted mean of these results is equal to 86.73%. The 13.27% 
rate error is due to problems related to the stages before the segmentation (the connection’s extraction, recognition 
and transformation). Among the four kinds of segmentation errors cited in [3] which are (see FIG 12): (a) Bad 
template. (b)Ambiguity, (c)Noise (disturbing components) and (d) transformdeviation; the major problem for our 
segmentation scheme is the Ambiguity. In [3], a perfect alignment between the model and the input connected 
components is required, which only possible for a perfect recognizer. In this work, the proposed segmentation 
scheme is not that sensible for the shape and these errors have a low rate. The robustness of our method can be 
observed in experiments and particularly in case of Bad template, Noise and Transform deviation where the rate of 
valid segmentation is about 94% while that of [3]is about 70%. It is worth to note that time running is reduced at 
half for selecting model and aligning transformation. As we can appreciate the resolution of multi-touching cases 
without training phase, knowing that [2] and [3] have not dealt with this case. 
Table 2.Used Parameters 




Threshold Neighbors 10 
Coeﬀ 0.2 
Metric Euclidean Manhattan 
Touching 94.5% 95.7% 
Overlapping 93.3% 93.4% 
Multi-touching 71.6% 71.9% 
Fig 11.Multi-touching samples. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented a segmentation method for touching connected components in unconstrained Arabic 
handwritten text. This method can be applied for the connections between text-lines as well as between words. 
Besides, it can be used for the three classes of connected component connections. It is based on a recognition stage 
in which we select a similar segmented model and estimate the transformation aligning the two connected 
components. Then we use the central points of the Model’s transformed parts to segment the input connected 
component. Experiments show high performances and robustness of the proposed system. 
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